Self Closing Safety Gates

- Quick and easy to install using simple hand tools
- Can be secured to new and existing structures
- Complies with North American standards
- Supplied in a range of sizes in galvanized or safety yellow powder coat
The KEE GATE range of self closing safety gates is designed specifically to provide permanent hazard protection for internal and external applications. The gates are spring loaded to automatically close behind the user. This provides a safe environment and avoids the possibility for human error.

KEE GATE is compliant with the requirements of OSHA, Ontario Building Code, The National Building Code of Canada, as well as British and European Standards. The KEE GATE range has undergone extensive testing including life cycle and salt spray testing to ensure durability and reliability.

KEE GATE can accommodate a wide range of openings and is supplied in either hot dip galvanized or powder coated safety yellow. The gate can easily be adjusted on site and is supplied with u-bolts that enable the gate to be secured quickly to existing supporting structures and posts. Additional fastener packs can be supplied that allow the gate to be secured to square, flat or angle uprights.

Features and Benefits

- Galvanized or powder coated in safety yellow
- High performance hinge mechanism for extended life
- Independently tested to North American standards
- Spring loaded to automatically close behind the user
- Suitable for external and internal applications
- Easily adjusted on site for precise alignment